
Barcode Medication Charting  Barcode Medication Charting  Barcode Medication Charting 
1. Activate patient 
2. Go to Medications chart tab – Barcode Worklist 
3. Scan barcode on medication(s) 
4. Scan barcode on patient armband 
5. Administer medications to patient 
6. Select appropriate term for each charting detail screen 
7. Click SAVE button or use spacebar 
8. Charting displayed in MAR 
NOTE: Scan manufacturer barcode unless a barcode has 
been added by Pharmacy. 
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Charting Term Definitions  Charting Term Definitions  Charting Term Definitions 
Admin Medication was given, applied or infused an 

intermittent med infusion 
 Admin Medication was given, applied or infused an 

intermittent med infusion 
 Admin Medication was given, applied or infused an 

intermittent med infusion 
Not Admin Medication was not given  Not Admin Medication was not given  Not Admin Medication was not given 
Refused Patient refuses a medication  Refused Patient refuses a medication  Refused Patient refuses a medication 
Sent Medication sent with patient to OR/procedure  Sent Medication sent with patient to OR/procedure  Sent Medication sent with patient to OR/procedure 

Zero Indicates no medication taken (e.g. 4-hour 
clearing of PCA pump) 

 Zero Indicates no medication taken (e.g. 4-hour 
clearing of PCA pump) 

 Zero Indicates no medication taken (e.g. 4-hour 
clearing of PCA pump) 

New Bag/Syr Continuous medication infusions and IV fluids   New Bag/Syr Continuous medication infusions and IV fluids   New Bag/Syr Continuous medication infusions and IV fluids  
Done Use for message orders (e.g. check patch)  Done Use for message orders (e.g. check patch)  Done Use for message orders (e.g. check patch) 
Before Admin Chart word for AM admit/outpatient   Before Admin Chart word for AM admit/outpatient   Before Admin Chart word for AM admit/outpatient  
TLOA Therapeutic leave of absence meds  TLOA Therapeutic leave of absence meds  TLOA Therapeutic leave of absence meds 
Opioid Load Medication bolus given via a pump  Opioid Load Medication bolus given via a pump  Opioid Load Medication bolus given via a pump 

SelfAdminObs Use when patient self-administers medication 
and nurse observes medications being taken 

 SelfAdminObs Use when patient self-administers medication 
and nurse observes medications being taken 

 SelfAdminObs Use when patient self-administers medication 
and nurse observes medications being taken 

SelfAdminCon 
Use when patient self-administers medication 
and nurse confirms with the patient that they 
took the medications 
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Use when patient self-administers medication 
and nurse confirms with the patient that they 
took the medications 

 
SelfAdminCon 

Use when patient self-administers medication 
and nurse confirms with the patient that they 
took the medications 

Pt Own Meds Use when Patient or nurse administers patient’s 
own medication brought from home 

 Pt Own Meds Use when Patient or nurse administers patient’s 
own medication brought from home 

 Pt Own Meds Use when Patient or nurse administers patient’s 
own medication brought from home 

Sed Pump 
Use for sedation administered from IV 
bag/syringe that is hanging and patient has order 
for dose from IV bag/syringe 
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bag/syringe that is hanging and patient has order 
for dose from IV bag/syringe 
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Bypass Medication Scan only when…  Bypass Medication Scan only when…  Bypass Medication Scan only when… 
 Scan is unsuccessful after at least 3 attempts 
 Medication was not given 
 Charting every 4 hour clearing of PCA medications 
 Documenting patient’s own medications 
 Charting message order (e.g. patches, opioid load) 

  Scan is unsuccessful after at least 3 attempts 
 Medication was not given 
 Charting every 4 hour clearing of PCA medications 
 Documenting patient’s own medications 
 Charting message order (e.g. patches, opioid load) 

  Scan is unsuccessful after at least 3 attempts 
 Medication was not given 
 Charting every 4 hour clearing of PCA medications 
 Documenting patient’s own medications 
 Charting message order (e.g. patches, opioid load) 

Unable to Scan the Armband?  Unable to Scan the Armband?  Unable to Scan the Armband? 
 Scan medication barcode as usual 
 After 3 unsuccessful attempts to scan armband, type ac 

and patient’s clinic number in lower left, then press 
Enter key            

     
 Use this process only when patient armband will not 

scan or patient is unavailable     
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scan or patient is unavailable        

  Scan medication barcode as usual 
 After 3 unsuccessful attempts to scan armband, type ac 

and patient’s clinic number in lower left, then press 
Enter key            

     
 Use this process only when patient armband will not scan 

or patient is unavailable     



Barcode Scanner Not Functioning Barcode Scanner Not Functioning Barcode Scanner Not Functioning
Check cord connection to computer
If connection is good, call Help Desk at 4-5500
Until scanner is repaired, bypass medication scan and
type ac and patient’s clinic number in lower left, then
press Enter key to bypass armband scan
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When do I use the Medication Worklist? When do I use the Medication Worklist? When do I use the Medication Worklist?
To correct charting errors
To notify pharmacy outside of a charting process (e.g.
reorder drips, open schedule orders)
For emergency and stat meds (e.g. Pyxis override)
When the system defaults to next dose or the dose you
want to chart on is not available to scan on barcode
worklist
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reorder drips, open schedule orders)
For emergency and stat meds (e.g. Pyxis override)
When the system defaults to next dose or the dose you
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To correct charting errors
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When the system defaults to next dose or the dose you
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How do I chart on the Medication Worklist? How do I chart on the Medication Worklist? How do I chart on the Medication Worklist?
1. Go to Medication Worklist
2. Select medication and left-click in Charting field
3. Right-click to get list of charting terms
4. Choose charting term and click Select Action
5. Click SAVE button
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Charted In Error/Reactivate Medication Charted In Error/Reactivate Medication Charted In Error/Reactivate Medication
1. Go to Medication Worklist
2. With medication selected, click Add/Review Note
3. In Change Status field, delete existing charting
4. Click drop-down in Reactivate/Charted in Error field

and select “E-Yes this was charted in error”
5. Click Save Changes
6. In note field, add explanation of charting error
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3. In Change Status field, delete existing charting
4. Click drop-down in Reactivate/Charted in Error field and

select “E-Yes this was charted in error”
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Notify Pharmacy Notify Pharmacy Notify Pharmacy
1. Go to Medication Worklist
2. With medication dose selected, click Add/Review Note

to go to Chart Detail Screen
3. Click the drop-down arrow next to the Notify Pharmacy

button, select the appropriate message and complete
any necessary information.  Free text messages may
also be entered

4. Click Notify Pharmacy
5. Verify “Data updated. Notification Sent” appears in the

status bar confirming message was sent
6. If the message, “You must indicate if this is a

correction or update” appears, the status is complete
and needs to be updated by selecting “U – I need to
update this charting” in the Change Status field and
clicking Save Changes

NOTE: Notify Pharmacy function can be used to 
communicate all messages related to a specific patient and 
the selected medication.
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